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SYNOPSIS

A method of studying dynamic longitu4 a] voll me viscosity'j at }iigh pressure using a

modified Instron capillary rheorneter is demnstratc& Two model po'yiers were chosen as ex-

amples: an amorphous polysulfone and a staicrystallinc high density po:'.ethvlcnc.

was measured at fixed pressure using continuous tcmperaturc s% x:p. The pressure r anged

up to 2000 bar, while temperatures were swept through the liquid to soli' transition for each of the

materials. The effects of frcquencyT'(rorn 0.01 ' 5 to 0. 123 1iiz'kd strar.-) .006 to 0.24% on

werc also investigated. In both polZmer systcms, I increased as the r7:ssure was increased or

the frequency was decreased. In spite of the small strains emplo\ ed, th, vi.scosity was found to de-

creasc as the strain was increased. The tcmperatur-dcPndCn7Qbj,,aied .ith the nature of.h _

transitions. In polysulfone,". (IjJ decreased sharply with temperature abee thO. Ifo,,ever, in

polychylcne, a positicdapendcnce of.i IIIt on temperature, limited to c.dy a small temperature

range abo\ _), was observed 2*nder all conditions, I nLI varied over t.': range 10'2 to 10"1 Pa.s.

a much smaller change than found in if.
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic longitudinal volume viscosity (q.) can be expressed by the qualtion:'

T!- M,1 1
0

where M' is the complex bulk longitudinal dynamic modulus, and (o is tih. radial frequcocy. In

general, V" is dfincd as the modulus measured under compre.sion (or tAn.ion), where the defor-

mation is onc-dimcnsional. In this study, .'M was measured by the axial compression of a c)linder

confined by a rigid cylindrical wall.

M" is a combination of shear modulus (G') and bulk modulus (A") -:- icn by

," = K" + AG' 121

3

Therefore, qj can be expressed by

q!= 4+ -I 5 131

The complex d) namic longitudinal %olumc viscosity is dcftned in the u.,.2 manner:

.= qL' + i vl.', there 1L' is the viscous (in phase) component of il. and IL' is the elastic (out

of phase) component. One can calculate the d% namic bulk %i. coi>t. frmn III data using eq. (1) if

shear ,iscosity of the material is known.

,leman et al .'A have recentl) studied the longitudinal %olume 'i'X>. (r,) of epoxide

prepol)mcrs, pol' (vinyl chloride) and pol) (but.lcne Iclcphthalitz) %% i'r an Instron capillary

rhcomclcr. Assuming that polymer melts behaxcd .imiliarl% to a \ol.-t-Kel~in element, they cal-

culated 1 ,L from the %iscous componcnt of the bulk %o-lumc modulus. The- found that rTI increased

with an increasing comprcssion rate, incre'asinw temp'rature ,Lnd dccra':-._, train.

2I



In this paper. a nowel technique %%ill be introduced to measure the dNnanic lonjtudinal volume

viscosity; this techniquc uses a capillary rheometcr, an instrument a% ailhb!: in most of the polymer

:.boratorics. No assumption of Voigt-Kcl in behavior is ncccssary. The transient lon;itudinal

volume viscosity measured by Alkman is expected to behave differcntly than the rl found in this

r:scarch.

It was of particular interest to investigatc the behavior of rij through transitions, namely, a

second-order and a first-ordcr transition. From a molecular standpoint, longitudinal volume

viscosity reflects both local motions as wcU as motions associate % ith entarcments and cross-links

of the polbmer moleculcs. One would expect to see an inherent distinction of the Y11 behavior

through different transitions. It is thus conceivable that in" could be used to idcntif, the transitions

at high pressures.

3
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Appai-atus

A modiied Instron capillary rheometcr was used in this study; a dc.,J. d description was givcn

previously .6,, An APPLE 1i plus computer was adapted for system control and data acquisition,

.erving to collect sample temperature, heater temperature, volume change and pressure response,

as well as to control the system temperature and pressure. In addition to measuring longitudinal

%olume viscosity, software was dcvelopcd to conduct various other experiments, such as differential

thermal analysis (DTA) and pressure-volumc-tcmperature (P-V-T) analysis using temperature or

pressure sw ceps.

The maximum opcrating temperature of the modified capillar\ rh,-omzter was 3S0"C, uhile the

maximum pressure was 6000 bars (6 GPa). The heating rate of the cxper.rrint was programmable

from V Cmin to l0°C min and the cooling rate from VC min to Y C rnmn %ia softuare. The

lemperature along the heater barrel would be held to %ithin + V°C. 1h, accuracy of the pressure

measurement \as about 0 50 and that of the \olume mca-,urz:nnt abc,..t 0 10. The data colUected

on the microcomputer were tranfcrd to an IBNI 30S4 for furthe:r anal\ ,is

.Mlatcrials and Specimcn Preparation

The chosen amorphous s)stem was poksulfonc (PSF). This particular polksulfonc was pur-

chased directly from Modern Plastics Co., Bridgport CT, in the -,hapc of a rod, it \%as identified

as similar to Union Carbidc's P-1700 polsulfonc 1.1 by ..IR, 1:1 IR, solution viscosit and DSC

analysis. This pol)sulfonc is deri~ed from bisphcnol A and 4,4'-dichlorodirh-ndlsulfone. The glass

transition temperature (T,) of this JPSF, measured \ia a P,:rkin lImnr DSC 2 at a heating rate of

S"C.min, was about 185C. T, as dcfined as the tcmperature corrponding to the first change mi

slope of the heat capacity thermogram. The PSF rods i cre machin-'d domi to the size of the inner

diameter of the Instron barrel and vacuum dried at 140:C for 24 hours rjh rod v ciuhcd about

20 grams.

4



Scmicrys-tatll'nc high density polyeth% lene (I IDPE) rods wvere supplied by A IN Plastics Co,

N.Y.; its 3l. is about ISI,O00 g mole determined by GPC analysis calibraied with thc poly.styrcne

ftandards. The inciting temperature (T.) of this H DPE, mecasured at the heauing rate of YC, min,

-was 13S* C. T. was taken as thc peak temperature of DSC enthalpy thermogram. The crystallinity

A this IIDPE is approximately S2 0. Specimens were prcpared similarly to those made from PSF.

Rhecolog,-ical AIlcas,,rcrncenls

Both materials' shear responses were characterized by a Rhcomctrics Syste-m 4. The dynamic

shear modulus was measured at a fixed strain (0.24%), fixed frequency (I liz) and under ncgative

iemperature sweep to mimic the conditions typically used for bulk longitudinal volume viscosity

runs. Two test fixtures were used, a parallel plate for the melts and a rectangular bar for the solid

specimens.

For the bulk longitudinal viscosity measurements, the materials were- first heated to the mielt

,Mate at a rate of 3* Cu'min under high pressure. During the heating process. the high pressure DTA

ihcrinoirain and P-V-T data could be cathercd. This information %%as u4cJ to characterize the

s~stcm at high pressure. After anne:Ain2 at the first temperaiurc for 30 Y-nutecs, data %kas tAkcn as

dcscribed below. It was anticipated that the annealing would erase the previous thermal history of

the specimen. The specimen was cooled at a rate of 2'C min to the nex-t temperature, sshere it was

held for 5 minutes before measurements were taken.

To measure inj, a constant -frequency sawtIooth volume deformation %%as applie-d to the

spcciman. A typical example of this volume deformation and its pressure- response is sho%\n in

Figure 1. The data rate was typically- 4 points pe:r second.

Both pressure and volume responses \%ere normalized by di~iding b\ the averag pressure

(P .. ) and average volume ( V.,, ) respe ctively. P1~ and V, arc the mean \alue:s of prcs ,urc and

%olumc responses. 'ro these norinali/ed rc- pon!,.s, Iuuricr series %%-r,- fnt-,d using- ISL subrou-

tine rFursc. This procedure is ilJustratc:d in Jivu re 2, %%here the normn:iii/,d pressure and %oluinec

k



r'sponscs arc shoN4n along %%ith the fundamentals of thc rcspectivc rounir "Crics. The mienitudc

jf ql was then calculated by:

-D A P I - Pl1 'a~ e 141Inl Vl, 13' (a ' V,o w4

-.%hcre AP is the amplitude of the prcssurc fundamental, AVis the amplitud. of the volumc funda-

=ental, P, is the amplitude of the fundamental of the Fourier series of the pressure response, V, is

that for thc volume and (o is the radial frequency. The viscous (in phasc) pat of r. was then de-

termined by:

-.%here 8 is the phase an-le between the pressure and volume fundamentals.

In this study, four frequencies xere investiiated, namcly 0.0 125, 0.025. 0.0625 and 0.125 l Iz;

pressure was ranged from 500 bar to 2000 bar; and three strains %%ere examincd (0.06%, 0.12% and

0 24.). The strain referred here was the ratio of the volume change (A I) to the average volume

. &.,.). Thcsc conditions cocred approxima ely the capabilities of the inrjrtnment.

6 '



RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Polysuolfoa

Temperature Effects

An examnple of thc longitudinal volume viscosity vs. temperature response for PSF is shown in

Figure 3. Thc upper curve is thc magnitude of ill (I TIj 1) while thC lov'cr one is 1 1L'. For discussion,

ithis curve can be divided into four regions. In region 1, at high temperature, a positive dependency

Of 11L' on temperature is exhibited. This effect has tentatively been assigned to a failure to achieve

,hcrmal or mechanical equilibrium at thc beginning of the experiment. In relo 2, the melt range,

.he influence of temperature on Yi. is in thc expected direLlion. A comparison of this dependence

and the tcmperature dependence of steady shear viscosity (TI.) for PSF, published by Shaw and

Mill, is shown in Figure 4. 1 T11I has a smaller temperature dependence than T1. and ii' (compare

Figure 5 with Figure 3). In this region, TIL' dominates ll. A hik the elastic contribution is small.

Thc ratio of I Til to lI T1 is about 10' . In region 3, the material passes through its T, and I illI

approaches a plateau w hilc r1L' passes through a maximum, as docs 11' (in Figure 5) or Tjll In re-

gion 4, the glass state, the response is primai> elastic and inscrnsitise to temperature. The peak

.empcrature Of T
1 ' in region 3 is assigncd loicly to the glass transto tImpertr ( 8 )dring

ihe cooling process. It is obse.rv-ed that, under 2000 bar, this T,' (242 *C) is lower than the T, (292

*C) determined previously during a positive temperature s%%cp, \%hich is not unexpected.

Pressure Effects

The effect of pressure on ill is showvn in Fig,-ure 6 (1 Ivs. T) and ric-ure 7 ( 9t. vs T). The

pressures range from 500 bar to 2000 bar. According to these ficures, I ilI increases as the pressure

is increased, and the peak temperature Of IL' is shifted to hig-her tempcratures. The shift rate was

about 22* CAkbar, compared to a dTr/dP rate of 45' C kbar found from P-V-T measuremenits.6A

.ll the T, 's are listed in Table 1. The glass te mperatures. meas ured from both paths, are depe~ndcnt

on the thermal history and pressure effects on the specimncrs. rhcsc hate bzen discussed before.,

7



rrequcncy Effects

In spite of the narrow achievable frequency range (0.0125 to 0.125 llz). the influence of fre-

quency on the components of Tl. was found to be significantly negative. Tljs can be seen in Figure

S (I In.I vs. 7") and Figurc 9 (L' vs. 7). Again, this behavior is similar to teat of the complex shear

viscosity. Because the components of q. are approximately depndenzt on the inverse first power

of frequency, the longitudinal modulus (1,' I) of the solid is roughly con.tant. T,' also increased

slightly with frequency, an effect which has been confirmed in other pobzmers.'0

Strain Effects

The influence of strain on T'l was determined by crossplotting ill tempzrturc sweeps taken at

various fixed strains. The I0.I vs. strain response in Figure 10 shows a si.7ficant decrease of

I11 I % ith strain; TIL' exhibited the same beha'ior. This observation confirms the reports of Aleman

et al. that rlL increases with a decrease in the compression ratio (same as the strain). In the strain

investigated (0.06 to 0.12%), one expects linear behavior for the shear rc:ponsc. It is believed that

part of this nonlinearity is due to the inhcrently nonlincar rclaions betN%. the pressure and vol-

ume, which %%ill be discussed next, whilc the other part might be purely teen,etrical.

Intrinsic Nonlinearity

To demonstrate the nonlinear strain dependence of the longitudinal \olume viscosity, we start

the discussion with a general form of the linear stress-strain relation:'

(Tj .(G(I - 3A(i -i) 6

For one-dimensional longitudinal deformation, y22 = y3 = 0, y¥, and a, = OT, where, or

is the total stress and equals to the negative of the pressure (the direction is opposite). Equalion 6

can be then reduced to:

-U* = - ,- - S-



Since in the melt region, K(1) > > G(1). the following relation holds.

Cy ' _ = 1 , '(t- 2J-' 1,

Assuming that the polymer melt behaves like a single Maxwell element,

__

K(t) = Koe- T [91

leire K. is a constant and r is the relaxation time. Equation 8 and 9 can b. combined, giving:

Koe i ?(t')dt' 1101

Additionally, two assumptions were made to simplify the above relations. Firstly, T was assumed

.o be a linear function of the pressure (P):

i = aP + oIII

and secondly, P was proportional to the strain, y (P y), so that,

- = a'-f + To 112J

Where a, a'and % are constants. Equation 10 can be expressed as

I- I

r = lit , Koe- - ,°y(t')dt' 1131
2 -o

Using equation 13, we integrated numerically over the sawtooth strain his:,y. knowing that the

material was undcrformed at t < 0. With the suitable constants (K.. a' and .,) chosen, the pressure

response was calculated and the reduced pressure \as illustrated in Fi-ure 11, where y(1) was a tri-

angle longitudinal deformation, simulating the t pical strain deformation in -he experiment. This

calculated pressure qualitatively resembled the experimental pressure respontses in Figure I. Uti-

lizing the anal)lieal procedures described previously, I ilI and rlL' were ca;ulatcd from equation

13 at various strains. Not surprisingly, the results revealed a nonlinear straL i dependence of the

.ongitudinal %olumc %iscosity. Both I n I and 9L' dcrcased rapidl. \% ith ir.reasing strain. Only at

ery low strains ( < 0 0001) did the viscosity approach an as% mptotic alue.



In summary., it can be slhown b) making reasonable assumptions th: :h d~namic longitudin.l

volume viscosity \% ill appear to bc nonlinear because of the as\ mmvtr c :he pressure over the

deformation c:clc. Linear behavior is expected only at very low strains. .- rc;-cas convenient ex-

pcrimcntal strains arc beyond this region.

High Density Polycthylene

Temperature Effects

An example of the temperature response of the dynamic complex lon 'udinal volumc viscosity

of IDPE is shown in Figure 12. The upper curve is Iill vhile the lowe: one is rL'. From this

figure it can be seen that the behavior of both components of ir_ is dis ir::i~cly different than that

of the shear response shown in Figure 13. Again, the magitude of lon.inal volume viscosity

exhibited a much narrorcr range than the equivalent shear properlies.

For the purpose of discussion, Figure 12 can be divided into three re.:ns. In region I, the melt

region, a different behavior is observed compared to that of PSF. As fl ".:.mperature is lo\%ered,

1 I remains almost constant until region 2, the melting transition, is r. -:ed. In reion 2, the

material passes through a minimum near its crystdlization tcmperation .- j I T11 I is found to de-

crease with decreasing temperature. This confirms Aleman et al.'s obser'-'on that temperature has

a positive effect on the longitudinal volume viscosity. However our data -dicate that this effect

occurs near the crystallization transition temperature only. In regon 3 t..- d reion), the behavior
of IT11 is somewhat similiar to that of solid PSF, in that the viscous p. !L no longer domi-

nates. hlowever, unlike PSF, the elastic contribution increases rapidl\ as :.mperature decreases.

Pressure Effects

As with PSF, pressure had a positive effect on the longitudinal %olurr: ".1cositv of I lDPE. This

is shown in the Fibres 14 and 15, for I nI and qT.' respectively. I1. 1 ir-.:eascd \with increasing

pressure and the minimum was shifted to higher temperature by pr..s.ur: This shift rate \ as about

10*C. rain, which is lower than the shift rate of the mching point duc to "-'surc. -1. The

10
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cry-stalli/ation tcnipcratucs and the melting temperatures are listled in Tabl: 2. The pressure de-

pendencies of the above transition tcmperaturcs avain are different.

Frequency Effects

Figures 16 and 17 display the effect of frequency on I qjI and ir+' rcpcctivcly. It was observcd

that both components of qj. decreased with increasing frequency. This b:havior was similar to that

of PSF. The cry-stallization temperatures appeared to be inscrisitivc to frequency. In the solid-state

region, frequency had a negative effect on I il 1; again, IMI (longitudinal bulk volume modulus)

remained about constant.

Strain Effects

The strain dependence on the longitudinal volume viscosity of IIDPE was examined by cross-

plotting the I qj.I vs. temperature diagrans at various fixed strains. The result is shown in Figure

18. From this figure, it can be seen that a negative correlation exists betxeen strain and both

components of il . This once more indicated that a intrinsic nonlincah;:. xists in the longitudinal

volume viscosity. .Meman and his coworkers have reported a similar strain effect .

I'
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a modified Instron capillary rheometer was used to measure the complex dynamic

ongitudinal volume viscosity (il) of polymers. Two model pol mer s\ stems were investigated: an

amorphous polysulfonc and a scni-crystalline high density polyclh)lcne. In both systems, all

components of ill increased with pressure, and decreased with frequcncy and strain. The negative

strain dependence of ill at very low strains could be explained as an artifactual consequence of the

geometry. The two materials exhibited different behavior near their transitions. In PSF, temper-

ature had a ncgative cffect on both components of il , resembling the behavior of the complex

dynamic shear viscosity (ri) in polymer melts. A maximum of ilL' corresponded to the glass tem-

perature. In HDPE, a positive temperature effect was observed just above the transition temper-

ature region. A minimum in 71L' was observed, corresponding to the cr)stal!ization temperature

of IIDPE.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Volume deformation and the corrcsponding pressure rc.ponse of IIDPE at of

1501C.

Figure 2. The normalized volume and pressure responses along ith their Fourier series' fun-

damentals.

Figure 3. The longitudinal volume viscosity vs. temperature diagram of PSF. The pressure is

2000 bar, frequency is 0.0625 llz and strain is 0.24%. The upper curve is 11111 and the lower

one is 1L'.

Figurc 4. Temperature dependence of I T;1I in Figurc 3, compared %itb that of q. , calculated

from the ATrhenius relationship for PSF published by Shaw and \Mir.'

Figure 5. Shear modulus against temperature dia3ram for PSF. Th, :train is 0.24%, frequency

is 1 Hz. The upper curve is I T1 and the lower one is 9'.

Figure 6. The pressure dependence of IqI for PSF. The strain is 0 24' and frequency is

0.0625 Hz.

Figure 7. The pressure dependence of TIL' for PSF. The strain is 0.24*% and frequency is 0.0625

11z.

Figure 8. The effect of frequency on I illI for PSF. The pressure is 2'0 bar and strain is

0.12%.

Figure 9. The effect of frequency on rL' for PSF. The pressure is 200 bar and strain is 0.12%.

Figure 10. The effect of strain on 191 for PSF. The pressurc is 15JC bar and frequency is

0.0625 iz.

13



Figure 11. Reduced prcssure responses calculated by equation 14. -A ..:rc "y(I) is a trangl de-

formation, and frequency = 06255-t strain = 0.0012, K, = Ix10 Pa, o' = 0.125x I's,

Po. = lxl0SPa, % = 5j

Figure 12. The longitudinal volume viscosity vs. tcmpcraturc diar. of I I DPE. The pressurc

is 1000 bar, frequency is 0.0625 llz and strain is 0,24%. The upper c-r.e is I i.lI and the lowcr

onc is 11L'.

Figure 13. Shear modulus vs. temperature diagram for IIDPE. The rrain is 0.24%, frequency

is I lz. The upper curve is I l I and the lower one is '.

Figure 14. The pressure dependence of Iii. for IIDPE. The strain is 0.24% and frequency

is 0.0625 llz.

Figure 15. The pressure dependence of TL' for IIDPE. The strain ,5 0 24% and frequency is

00625 llz.

Figure 16. The effect of frequency on I nil for IlDPE. The prcs-.. is 1000 bar and strain

is 0.06%.

Figure 17. The effect of frequency on IL' for IIDPE. The pressur: is 1000 bar and strain is

0.06%.

Figure 18. The effect of strain on IilI for IIDPE. The pressure is 11.,00 bar and frequency is

0.0625 llz.
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Table I. T,'s measured in PSF

Pressure T(I IPDTA) T;lL')

(bar) (C) C)

500 222 210

1000 246 220

1500 269 232

2000 292 242

'!(IlPDTA): T measured from high pressure differential thermal ana2Nsis

2. T'(IL'): T. measured from longitudinal volume viscosity
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Table I.- T. and T, measured in I IDPE

Pressure T.(I DTA) T(q L)

(bar) (00 (C

1 135

1000 162 ISO

2000 182 156

3000 202

IT.(t[PDI'A): T. measured from high pressure thermal anal)% s,,

2. T,(rIL'): T, mca~ured from longitudinal Nolumc Niscosity
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